What coming up?

1/28/14 ENT Small Group should include prep for following week SP exam
1/29/14 and 1/30/14 Ultrasound Workshop 1-4 pm
2/3, 4, 5/14 SP Exam All Afternoon and Evening
2/3/14 Careers in Medicine Would like a strong presence of MS4s
2/4/14 Ethics
2/11/14 Careers in Medicine Would like a strong presence of MS4s
2/12/14 Bioethics
2/18/14 Ethics and Raising Difficult Topics (no small group)
2/19/14 THURSDAY Noon Advanced Communication and Difficult Scenarios lecture and panel Different volunteers to role play and others to tell of their own experiences
2/20/14 Dermatology Session Lecture and workshop No small group for MS4s
2/25/14 Musculoskeletal Day: lectures, workshop, testing

March 2014

- 3/3 and 3/14 Critical Thinking
- 3/4/14 Rheumatology Usual small group session
- 3/11/14 Spring Break No class
- 3/17/14 Male GU (Monday—no small group)
- 3/18/14 Female GU Usual small group
- GU workshops March 18, 19, 25, 26
- Critical Thinking 3/20/14
- MATCH DAY!!!!!! 3/21/14
- **3/15/13 MATCH DAY 3/18 Band 3/24 next meetings**
- March 25 Safety session
April 2014

- Last Small Group: April 8
  - Catch up day on ekg, cxr, presentations and ...
  - REVIEW FOR SP EXAM with students

- Need at least 6 students for the Clinical Skills Exam April 22 and/or 23

Small Groups

- Be prepared, coordinate with fellow MS4s and facilitator
- Know how presentations are moving along
- Remember to give individual attention—
  - Draw each student into the conversation
  - Ask questions to see their reasoning
- Specific Points:
  - Have students present cases as if on bedside rounds, not every detail
  - Admit orders
  - Vital signs and IVs
  - EKGs and CXRs—systematic focus, use EPIC,

Handouts—please turn in to Maureen Locklund, We’d like to see them for possible future use!
Share some of your ideas that work or don’t work...

Comments so far...

- Overwhelmingly comments are positive on MS4s
- “I am very happy how great the M4s have been”
  —typical comment!
One more thing....

Don’t forget to **sign in**
with Les
prior to going to small group
And
Take the binder from your small group bin

---

Thank You for All Your Efforts in PCM2